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ABSTRACT This paper prcsents a general account of geomorphic processes effective aboye timberline in the Spanish Pyrenees with 
emphasis on the central section of the range. Climatic and environmental factors are discussed in detail as well as thc geomorphic 
responses to lowering of the upper timberline, especially betwecn the sixteenth and ninetcenth centuries. During thi8 periad expansion 
of livestock grazing reduced the forest cover extensively and caused a substantiallowering of the lower altitudinallimit of periglacial 
activity. Relic periglacial forms are attributable to the Late Quaternary Period, although many active forms are present today. These 
include rock glaciers, solifluction lobes and tcrracettes, and various types of patterned ground. Altitude, exposure, slope gradient, and 
lithology are shown to be important determinant factors, together with the increasing degree of continentality in the Central Pyrenees 
compared with areas further west and east respectively. The high mountain region is divided into two altitudinal belts with the 2,400 m 
level forming the general boundary. 
RÉSUMÉ Processus géomorphiques au-dessus de la limite des arbres dans les Pyrénées espagnoles. Cet article donne un apen;u général des processus 
géomorphiques qui se produisent au-dessus de la limite des arbres dans les Pyrénées espagnoles, en particulier dans la partic centrale 
de la ehalne. Les facteurs climatiques et environnementaux sont examinés en détail, ainsi que les réponses géomorphiques a la 
descente de la limite supérieure des arbres, en particulier entre le seizieme et le dix-neuvieme siecles. Au cours de cette période, 
l'expansion du paturage de bétail a c::msldérablement réduit la converture fOrestiere et a causé une descente sensible de la limite 
altitudinale inférieure de l'activité périglaciaire. Les formes périglaciaires héritées peuvent etre attribuées a la fin de l'ere quaternaire, 
bien qu'un grand nombre de formes vives soient présentes de nos jours. Ces formes comprennent des coulées de rocailles, des lobes et 
terrassettes de solifluxion, et différents types de modelés du terrain. Il est démontré que l'altitude, l'exposition, l'inclinaison des ver-
sants et la lithologie sont des facteurs déterminants, ainsi que le degré croissant de continentalité dans les Pyrénées centrales, comparé 
aux zones plus a l'est ou a rouest. La région de hautes montagnes est divisée en deux zones altitudinales, le niveau 2.400 m constituant 
la ligne de séparation générale. 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG Geomorphische Vorgiinge oberhaLb der Baumgrenze in den Jpanischen Pyreniien. Dieser Beitrag gibt eine allgemeine 
Besehreibung von geomorphischen Vorgangen oberhalb der Baumgrenze in den spanisehen Pyrenaen, wobei das Zentralgebiet der 
Gebirgskette besonders hervorgehoben wird. KIímatische-und Umweltfaktoren werden detailliert erortert, ebenso die geomor-
phischen Reaktionen auf das Absinken der oberen Baumgrenze besonders im Zeitraum zwischen dem 16. und 19. Jahrhundert. 
Wiihrend dieser Zeitspanne reduzierte gesteigertes (Vieh-)Weiden die Bewaldung der Hange nachhaltig, was zu einem betriiehtlichen 
Absinken der unteren Hohengrenze von glazialen Aktivitaten führte. Überreste glazialer Formen werden dem spaten Quartar 
zugeschrieben, obwohl viele aktive Formen auch heute noch vorhanden sind; sie umfassen Gesteinsflüsse, durch langsames 
Abrutschen des Erdreichs geformte Aufstauungen und Terrassen, sowie verschiedene Arten von Bodenoberflachenstrukturen. Es 
wird gezeigt, da:B in den Zentralpyrenaen Hohe, Lage, Hanggradient und Gesteinsart zusammen mit zunehmenden Anderungen 
zum Kontinentalk1ima wichtige Bestimmungsfaktoren sind, wenn man diese Region mit Gebieten vergleicht, die weiter westlich oder 
ostlich davon liegen. Die Hochgebirgsregion wird in zwei Hohengürte1 unterteilt, wobei die 2.400 m Hohenlinie die Trennungsgrenze 
bildet. 
RESUMEN Procesos geomoifológicos a nivel supra forestal en el Pirineo Español. El artículo expone un sumaría relato sobre los procesos geomór-
ficos operando a nivel supraforestal en el Pirineo espaiiol, con especial referencia al sector central de la Cordillera. Se discuten con 
detalle los factores climáticos y ambientales, tanto como las respuestas geomórficas causa del descenso del límite superior del bosque, 
especialmente del XVI al XIX. Durante dicho periodo de acentuada carga ganadera, se redujo la extensión del bosque y se produjo 
un substancial descenso del límite inferior de la actividad periglaciar. Las formas relictas periglaciares se atribuyen al Cuaternario 
tardío, no obstante hay todavía hoy formas activas. Entre ellas: glaciares rocosos, lóbulos de soliflucción, terracillas o gradines y varios 
tipos de suelos poligonales. Altitud, exposición, lo acusado de la pendiente y la litología, son los principales factores, agudizados por la 
continentalidad en el sector central de la Cordillera y atenuandose hacia ambos extremos oriental y occidental. De forma general 
cabría concluir que la cota de 2.400 m. S/M., constituye un límite de dos niveles de alta montaña. 
lInstituto Pirenaico de Ecologia, Apartado 64, Jaca (Huesca), Spain. 
2Estacion Experimental de Zonas Aridas, el. General Segura, 04001 Almería, Spain. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Pyrenees constitute the natural border between 
France and Spain. Because of their altitude (Aneto Peak, 
3,404 m) and extent (about 500 km from the Bay ofBiscay 
to the Cape of Creus on the Mediterranean coast) they 
cannot be counted among the great mountain chains of the 
world, such as the Alps or Himalaya. To study these 
ranges, nevertheless, is of great interest and significance as 
Altantic and Mediterranean influences merge in the Pyre-
nees; they have undergone remarkable demographic pres-
sure; and their comparatively high altitude in this latitude 
(42-43°N) is responsible for the existence of a tundra belt 
aboye timberline which ineludes smalllocal glaciers. On 
the lower Pyrenean slopes (from 700 to 1,000 m) the sub-
Mediterranean belt is notably degraded and only partially 
cultivated at presento Above this level increasingly wooded 
environments are found and highcr still the forests give 
way (usually owing to human action) to belts, the dynam-
ics of which depend on snow and freeze-thaw processes 
and where low temperatures prevail most of the year. This 
paper will concentrate on this highest leve! and will discuss 
the geomorphic processes and the factors that explain the 
hydromorphic diversity characteristic of the highest Pyre-
nean altitudes. 
Most geomorphic studies on the Pyrcnecs have been 
related to glaciation and to research on periglacial 
phenomena that originated during the last major glacia-
tion (Würm equivalent). Present-day processes have at-
tracted less attention (Llobet, 1975), though this may be 
due to the frequent elaim that they are rare and of líttle ex-
tent (Llobet, 1978-79). However, recent studies show a 
wide variety of processes in the Pyrenean mid- and high-
mountain regions (Soutade, 1980; Garcia-Ruiz and Puig-
defabregas, 1982) sorne of which had already been noted 
by French geomorphologists in the early 1950s (Barrere, 
1952; Boyé, 1952). The first compilation of the available 
data on periglacial geomorphology, limited though it is, 
has been produced recently by Gonzalcz-Martin (1986). 
GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES IN THE LATE QUATERNARY 
N umerous deposits resulting from periglacial processes 
during the Quaternary period can be found throughout 
the Pyrenees. It is more difficult, however, to observe 
traces of other types of processes since they are easily 
destroyed by slight changes of climatic conditions and they 
do not lcave thick deposits that can be correlated through-
out the region. 
Non-active (or fossil) periglacial fcatures, correspond 
(at least according to available data) to the period ofWürm 
maximum activity and to later periods. In most cases, it is 
very difficult to produce an.absolute chronology, although 
the position of each deposit, in a regional topographical 
context, permits determination of a relative chronological 
order. Obviously, the lowest deposits coincide with the 
glacial maximum, the point at which the periglacial cli-
mate (characterized by intense freeze-thaw processes) 
reached its greatest cxtent. Most probably, coinciding with 
this maximum, there would be other areas aboye the gla-
ciers with active periglacial conditions because there was 
no permanent snow cover due to the high wind factor, as 
pointed out by Gomez-Ortiz and Serrat (1978) for the 
Eastern Pyrenees. The evidence for this, however, was 
mostly erased by subsequcnt periglacial activity during the 
Holocene. 
The most frequent deposits belong to the stratified scree 
type (grezes lités or éboulis ordonnés) generally located at very 
low levels. Sole-Sugrañes (1973) places the lowest limit at 
700 m in the Eastern Pyrenees, and points out that they 
belong to the last glacial stage, as they lack the pedological 
development that would characterize warmer climates. 
Gomez-Ortiz (1981) observes the presence of comparable 
deposits at 940 m altitude, at the foot of slate cliffs. Serrat 
(1977) also points out the great thickness ofWürm strati-
fied screes formed under attenuated periglacial activity 
with frequent freezing periods. According to Marti-Bono 
and Gonzalez (1979) sorne of these deposits are contem-
porary to the glacial period, while others are clearly post-
glacial (stratified screes at Sta. Elena, mid-valley Gallego 
River). Barrere (1956) also gives a postglacial age to sorne 
screes; in his opinion they are more frequently found on 
southern exposures, which could be attributed to a higher 
frequency of freeze-thaw periods under colder than pres-
ent climate conditions. Thick alluvial fans occupy a great 
part ofthe main valley bottoms and were formed from sed-
iment totally or partially derived from morainic deposits. 
They appear to have been deposited immediately after the 
maximum of the last glacial periodo Such fans are found, 
for instance, in the Son Valley, in the Catalonian Pyrenees 
(Ventura, 1986), and especially in the Central Pyrenecs, 
as pointed out by Barrere (1966), and Garcia-Ruiz and 
Puigdefabregas (1982) for the Gallego Valley where sorne 
alluvial fans are still active today. 
The great majority of the deposits studied, therefore, 
are closely related to freeze-thaw processes on rocky out-
crops with sedimentation at the foot after brief transport, 
sometimes simply as a result of gravity. However, other 
kinds of deposit are also present, such as the solifluction 
lobes, 8-10 m wide, identified by Gimenez (1982) at 
Turbon Peak in the Central Pyrenees. These are found 
throughout a broad altitude range (from 1,000 to 1,900 m) 
which also indicates their relevance to an extensive chron-
ological periodo In the highest areas remains of relatively 
recent processes indicate discontinuous permafrost and 
there are a great number of rock glaciers, clearly post-
glacial by reason of their topographical situation and, in 
sorne cases, active until recently. 
At a more detailed level, traces of patterned ground 
phenomena have been found. Gomez-Ortiz and Serrat 
(1978) found large polygons at 2,700 m altitude in the 
Eastern Pyrenees. They pro pose that, after the extinction 
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of the glaciers, stone stripes and polygons were formed on 
the floors of cirques unless rock glaciers occurred instead. 
Soutade (1970a) also has discovered recent polygons on 
the Gorra Blanc high plateau in the Eastern Pyrcnees, 
which are at present undergoing degrading processes; 
thcir sizes are somewhere between mesopolygons and tun-
dra macropolygons. 
Gonzalez- Martin (1986) has observed that most refer-
ences to non-active periglacial phenomena are centered on 
the Eastern Pyrenees, so far thc most closely studied area. 
They are found also in the Central Pyrenees where there 
are numerous deposits at various altitudes. Nevertheless, 
it is not easy to categorize the processes and deposits, other 
than debris and rock glaciers; in the morpho-climatically 
activc environment ofhigh mountains, processes are often 
superimposed and deposits may be transported rapidly 
downslope into the drainage channels. 
ENVIRONMENTAL DIVERSITY IN THE PYRENEAN BELT ABOVE THE TIMBERLINE 
In the past, human action has resulted in extensive 
changes in the upper forest limit ofthe Pyrcnees. Thc necd 
to expand the area devoted to summer grazing to feed 
cattle caused a lowering of the timberline by several hun-
dred meters. It is unusual for forests to be found aboye 
1,800 m and pasture lands in degraded forests begin at 
1,500-1,600 m, However, sorne isolated individuals of 
P~·nus Uncinata occur slightly aboye 2,200 m in the Central 
Pyrenees. There is an abrupt lowering ofthe timberlinc on 
certain slopes that is not related to changes in environ-
mental conditions. This has caused a great incrcase in the 
extent of grassland and alpine meadow on the highest 
slopes and a corresponding reduction in the area of forest. 
Such a phenomenon is rather common in the European 
mountains that are under thc strong pressure of stock-
raising. The consequences affect not only the landscape 
and land use. Hollermann (1985) considers that, under 
natural conditions, the altitudinal change from forest to 
pasture indicates a .change in morphodynamic system: in 
other words, the domain of active solifluction is extended 
and the role played by the forest covcr reduced (this is 
related to elimination of root systems, interception of pre-
cipitatiall, protective surface against low temperatures 
which render the forest environment much less susceptible 
to geomorphical activity). The reduction in the altitude of 
the timberline by human impact has resulted in a progres-
sive lowering of the lower limit of solifluction. Hollermann 
(1985) indicates that frost action rrnnifests itself even 
400 m below the natural timberline. Therefore, partially at 
lcast, thc natural processes in the bclt aboye the timberline 
have been extended to lower altitudes where they cause a 
notable increase in slope instability. 
Above the forest limit, the different processes appear 
spatially distributed in a pattern determined by the envi-
ronrnental diversity of mountain regions. Within rela-
tively short distances, all topographic, pedologic, and 
hydrologic conditions, and even the thermal regime may 
change. According to Hollermann (1985) the controlling 
factors in the distribution of periglacial processes are: 
climate, as the main factor, partially from a thermal point 
of view; substratum and soil moisture (closely related to 
topography); and human impacto To these should be 
added the possible role played by burrowing animals and 
its influence on the movernents of ground water. It is also 
necessary to inelude the geomorphic importance of deep 
soils. 
In the Pyrenees the alpine belt, or the area aboye tree-
line, is limited to the central and east-central sections, 
where the highest clevations occur, frequently surpassing 
3,000 m. Eastward and westward elevations decrease pro-
gressively and, strictly speaking, active high mountain 
geomorphic processes do not occur. This central area is 
quite isolatcd from both Atlantic and Mediterranean in-
fluences and exhibits sorne continental features: decrease 
of winter precipitation and increase in late spring precipi-
tation. In addition, the winter isotherm of O°C (which in-
dicates the altitude aboye which snow accumulates in the 
cold season) is inclined from west to east. Thus, Garcia-
Ruiz, Puigdefabregas and Creus (1985) calculated that the 
oac isotherm position was at 1,549 m altitude in the 
Aragon Rivervalley, at 1,635 m in the Gallego Valley, and 
at 1)00 m in the Esera Valley. These altitudes coincide 
closely with the level where today, with few exceptions, 
pastures aboye the timberline begin. They also correlate 
with the elevation of the Würm glacial moraines in the 
various valleys and indicate the former existence of ther-
mal gradients from east to west; initially there is an in-
crease of continentality upan which the Mediterranean 
influence is superimposed with increasing distance toward 
the east. Neverthcless, because of the lower altitude and 
extent of high landJ the melt season ends earlier in the 
Western and Eastern Pyrenees than in the central region 
where it lasts until the end of June. This is canfirmed by 
the study of river discharge peaks in the main rivers 
(Garcia-Ruiz, Puigdefabregas, and Creus, 1986). 
Another important aspect is the different behavior pat-
tern of snaw melt as it relates to topography and to humid-
ity and aridity. On southern slopes, melting takes place 
very early; even in mid-winter, snowfalls are followed by 
rapid melting which causes the soil to become saturated. 
Therefore, southern slopes constitute highly unstable 
environmcnts subject to changes ranging from periods of 
ground freezing and saturation from melt-water to periods 
of snow cover. In contrast, conditions on northern slopes 
are much more stable because of the permanent protection 
of the snow cover during the cold season. Convex slopes 
suffer intense freezing processes and sudden changes of 
temperature, as well as retaining much less moisture. 
Concavities, in contrast, accumulate great masses of snow 
and are typified by cold microclimatic conditions: this 
creates super-saturated environments. In this case, 
topography is a major factor that determines slope 
dynamics at the microscale since it conditions the spatial 
organization of moisture and water movement, and also 
the rate of downslope transport of the surface mande. 
A third factor influencing the diversity and control of 
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and are typified by cold microclimatic conditions: this 
creates super-saturated environments. In this case, 
topography is a major factor that determines slope 
dynamics at the microscale since it conditions the spatial 
organization of moisture and water movement, and also 
the rate of downslope transport of the surface mande. 
A third factor influencing the diversity and control of 
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Landslides on hillslopes with deep soil~; they 
consist of semi-circular fractures wüh an 
irregular 10be at the foot (Sierra de Otal, 
Central Pyrenees). 
Terracettes in the upper part of Ordesa 
National Park; they are secondary forms over 
a C horizon of eroded soils. 
GuUy erosion at the base of hills10pes in the 
Aisa Valley several centuries after deforesta-
tion. 
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The Monte Perdido Glacier in Ordesa National Park; thc glacier has retreated significantly in the last thirty years and has divided into 
two smal1 ice masses. 
geomorphic processes is lithology. Hollermann (1967) and 
Brosch (1978) have pointed out that different periglacial 
forms depend Oil the type of underlying rock, and par-
ticularly on the depth and texture of the soils that formo 
Soutade (1980) also used lithology to explain the spatia! 
distribution of morphodynamic features in the Western 
Pyrenees. Throughout the Pyrenees thc gcomorphic pro-
cesses vary with rock type - flysch, limestones, granites, 
slatcs, and schists can each be identified (under relatively 
similar c1imatic conditions) by the prevalence of the geo-
morphie processes that are associated with the particular 
morphoclimatic systems. 
It is lithology that is the main explanation for the 
presence or absence of deep soils which are Yery frequent 
in the Pyrenees on flysch, loamy limestones, and slates, 
especially aboye 1,400 m, and are clearly absent on 
granites and pure limestones. They are well-structured 
soils, rieh in organic matter, with good permeability; they 
contain a high proportion of sand (40-50%), their pH is 
close to 5, and they lack carbonates (Garcia Viñao et al. 
1986). These soils frequently reach a thickness of 50 cm. 
Owing to their peculiar properties they have a consider-
able influence on slope dynamics. Their distribution also 
depends partially on topography since they are absent on 
gradients of over 30 degrees (Puigdefabregas and Garcia-
Ruiz, 1983) and are thickest at the base of slopes and on 
flat terrace surfaces. 
In such a heterogeneous environment, in which expo-
sure, gradient, lithology, land use, and presence of deep 
soils constitute a highly complex mosaic, altitude plays a 
predominant role. Sorne authors use an altitude criterium 
(which ii:> actually a thermal criterium) to diffcrentiate sec-
tions within periglacial systems. Hence, Soutade (1976) 
notes that in the Puigmal massif (Eastern Pyrenees) there 
is a threshold at about 1,500 m aboye which cryonival pro-
cesses prevail oyer surface-wash processes; that is, a limit 
that separates purely periglacial processes from those 
which include processes of humid and less eold c1imates. 
Hollermann (1985) distinguishes two belts aboye the: 
timberline: a) an active solifluction belt, with its lower 
limit irnrncdiately aboye the tirnberline, formed mainly by 
solifluction lobes and terracettes and generally occupied by 
pastures; b) an upper belt of solifluction and patterned 
ground, where blockfields, screes, and stone pavements 
(dallages) are predominant, and with extensive areas of 
bare ground. In sorne sectors, it is usual to find that the 
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In such a heterogeneous environment, in which expo-
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(which ii:> actually a thermal criterium) to diffcrentiate sec-
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notes that in the Puigmal massif (Eastern Pyrenees) there 
is a threshold at about 1,500 m aboye which cryonival pro-
cesses prevail oyer surface-wash processes; that is, a limit 
that separates purely periglacial processes from those 
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Patterned ground on thc Monte Perdido 
massif clase to the glacier; in flat, wct areas 
there are floating polygons. 
A rack wall affected by gelifraction and snow 
avalan ches Oil the northern face of the Inner 
Sierra in the Central Pyrenees. 
lower limit of patterned ground separatcs the two belts. 
Rack glaciers and other indicators of permafrost are also 
frequent in this higher belt. Other scientists suggest that 
the thermal regime is a less significant factor than water 
availability and its behavior in thc ground. Gomez-Ortiz 
(1984) distinguishes four types of periglacial forms; those 
associatcd with: (i) permanently saturated soils; (ii) soils 
with a sufficient quantity of subsurface water; (iii) tem-
porary dryness; and (iv) rocky bluffs. 
Altitude criterium has been used in this study and 
several processes are differential according to soil type and 
topography. In this way those processes with mass move-
ment and runoff of different origins are distinguished from 
those that occur in the high mountain belt where snow and 
ice are the dominant control forces. 
GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES IN THE MID-ALTITUDE PYRENEAN RANGE 
Lower and upper limits of different typcs of geomorphic 
activity are difficult to determine in these middlc elevation 
environments. The lower limit depcnds primarily on the 
altitude of the forest belt; the upper limit appears closely 
rclated to topographic diversity and lies at about 2,400 m 
owing to the higher frequency aboye this levcl of those pro-
cesses and forms related to frost and snow action. In the 
lower periglacial belt mass wasting proccsses of different 
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magnitudes and other processes related to surface wash are 
the prevalent phenomena. Thc distribution of both types 
of process is determined by the presence or absence of deep 
soils which control solifluction and surface wash as the 
main systems of sediment transporto In fact, the distribu-
tion of forms and processes is not organized according to 
altitude in this belt (Del Barrio and Puigdefabregas, 1987) 
but according to slope position which determines soil dis-
tribution and thickness. Figure 1 separates those processes 
occurring on the upper part of the slopes (stone-banked 
lobes and terracettes) from those charactcristic of lower 
positions (turf-banked lobes, landslides, plowing blocks) 
that are also related to regolith fcatures. 
PROCESSES ON SLOPES WITH DEEP SOILS 
Where deep soil overlies rock substrates, there is a 
tendency for infiltration of prccipitation to prevail over 
surface runoff. Evidence of surface runoff is very rare 
since mass movements obstruct the formation of incipient 
drainage channels. Mass movement predominates be-
cause of the greater depth of soils on the slope and thc 
presence of a strong concentration of seasonal moisture 
availabi1ity: thc spring precipitation maxirnum is aug-
mented by snow-melt runoff, and even sorne of the sunny 
slopes become saturated from mid-winter onward because 
of the high frequency of successive melt and snow periods. 
In these environments there are landslides, solifluction 
lobes, massive mudflows, and plowing blocks. Sorne gel-
p'OUl~ng blacks 
Landslides I 
5mall scar 
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ifluction lobes can be found locally very near the upper 
perig1acial belt. Each of these forms can be found in dif-
ferent topographic situations. 
Landslides are the prevailing feature whcn slopes with 
deep soi1s are disturbed. They are more frequent on sunny 
exposures and on rcctilinear slopes. The landslide scars 
usually consist of a semicircular niche of various dimen-
sions (1-10 m) limited by a scarp about 40 cm high (Figure 
2). At the toe ofthe landslide, an irregular lobe can usually 
be observed. Sometimes, a succession oflandslides appear 
interconnected along the gradient, favored by water accu-
mulation that developed in the uppermost section. In other 
cases, the form of the landslide scar dcvelops by expanding 
laterally or headward because of niche collapse. These 
forms may evolve unti1 wide areas of slope are stripped 
(Puigdefabregas and Garcia-Ruiz, 1984). Mechanical 
tests made on such soi1s show friction angles with little 
variability (30.3 0 ± 1.3°) (Puigdefabregas and Garcia-
Ruiz, 1983). Starting with the hypothesis of aplanar land-
slide on an infinite slope (Van Asch, 1980), it is suggested 
that slopes of over 30 degrees are unstable even when the 
soil mantle is dry, while those less than 15 degrees are stable 
cvcn when saturated. Practical field observations allow the 
cünclusion that slopes ofmore than 30 degrees have incur-
red extensive mass movement and the grcat majority of 
the most recent landslides have released on slopes with 
gradients between 20 and 30 degrees (Garcia-Ruiz and 
Puigdefabregas, 1984). 
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FIGURE:. Landforms plotted by factor scores on Factors 1, 2, and 3 ofQ-mode BDA (from Del Barrio and Puigdefabregas, 1987). 
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soils which control solifluction and surface wash as the 
main systems of sediment transporto In fact, the distribu-
tion of forms and processes is not organized according to 
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FIGURE 2. Patterns of slides in the Central Pyrenees. 
Owing to their location on formerly wooded slopes, the 
recent expansion of these phenomena can be attributed 
direetly to deforestation: none is found within the existing 
forest limits. Garcia-Ruiz and Puigdefabregas (1984) also 
point out the possibility of a peak of landsliding between 
the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, which would coin-
cide with the beginning of a more humid climatic period 
than the present one (Creus and Puigdefabregas, 1976) 
and also with the maximum expansion of Pyrenean live-
stock grazing. Forest devastation would be responsible for 
the destabilization of slopes and for the change in ground 
thermal regime. Ice lenses would remain untillate spring, 
while the flow of melt water would occur in the sandy 
layers under the surface. This would increase hydrostatic 
pressure and may have caused local ruptures that pro-
duced landslidcs. Garcia Viñao et al. (1986) and 
Puigdefabregas and Garcia-Ruiz (1984) condude that 
landslides lead to a greater diversification of herbaceous 
cornmunities because of the variety of microenvironments 
they create. They also become a soil rej"¡¿venating agent 
since they expose subsurface materials. 
Successive landslides, together with other slower mov-
ing processes such as soil creep, have caused important 
regolith accumulations at the foot of slopes and on perched 
flats. Such environments also receive, in addition to sur-
face and subsurface moisture from higher areas, increas-
ing ground moisture. This is where the best examples of 
solifluction lobes arc formed, sorne of them showing very 
little activity while others are completely active. In sum-
mary, solifluction adopts two main forms: lobes ofvarious 
sizes, sometimes lengthened downslope with a distinctive 
convex front; and less well defined mantles which affeet 
wide areas, such as thosc at the base of Sierra Custodia 
(Monte Perdido Massif). 
According to Hollermann (1967) the lower limit of soli-
fluction is at present about 2,400 m in the Eastern 
Pyrenees, although Sole Sugrañes (1973) places it at 
2 100-2 200 m based on evidence related to climate and e~pecialiy to geomorphology. However, Creus and Garcia-
Ruiz (1977) point out the existence of active lobes at 
1,800 m in the upper Gallego River valley of the Central 
Pyrenees. Measurements taken in this environment show 
the importance of two factors: regolith water content and 
day proportion in each lobe displacement. Most annual 
movements (estimated to average 40 mm) take place in 
spring and coincide with the melting of snow and ice lenses 
in the ground. The most active lobes are also those that ac-
cumulate the greatest amount of water and remain satur-
ated for the longest period oftime. Such an apparently im-
portant variant as gradient becomes subordinated to the 
effect of moisture content. Other field scientists also insist 
on the importance of the substrate as it acts as a control 
factor on regolith mechanical and hydrological properties. 
Hence, Gutierrez and Peña (1981) relate solifluction only 
to slopes weathered in slates ofCambrian-Ordovician age 
for the area ofBonaigua. In the Central Pyrenees, the best 
examples are also found over bedrock of slates and schists. 
One of the most spectacular areas of extensive mass 
movement is located in the upper Gallego River valley in 
the Central Pyrenees (Figure 3), where great slumps and 
slow-moving mudflows have formed on very fragmented 
Paleozoic slates. Sorne of these forms show no activity, 
though they are certainly recent, while others are active. 
Sometimes they are more than a kilometer long and ap-
pear on all exposures since they have very deep sliding 
planes. At the time of their formation they have very little 
speed and a slow plastic motion since they preserve the 
tongue shape quite well, and they never completely reach 
the main drainage channel of the Gallego River. 
Plowing blocks appear associated with solifluction lobes. 
Most are active at present and show a remarkable convex-
ity at the front and a linear depression upslope. Yet they 
appear on major gradients dominated by sandstone cor-
nices which provide large-sized blocks. 
The first gelifluction lobes are located very near the up-
per limit ofthis belt and do not necessarily need deep soils. 
They contain a large proportion of periglacial dasts within 
a fine-grained matrix. Llobet (1975) place s them on schist 
substrates, and Soutade (1976) has found them on the 
Puigmal Massif(Eastern Pyrenees), at 2,300 m (on south 
and west-facing slopes), and at 2,400 m (on north-facing 
slopes) with no interference of vegetation at this altitude. 
Apart from mass wasting, which is the most evident trans-
port system where deep soils occur, a significant propor-
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FIGURE 3. Great mass movements in the high Gallego Valley. 
tiQn of sediment transfer is achieved by runoff waters. 
Several river basins were studied in the Central Pyrenees. 
The behavior of solid materials in suspension was ana-
lyzed, together with that of several dissolved elements, 
throughout the year and on melting days, under various 
land-use conditions (Lavandier and Mur, 1974; Alvera 
and Puigdefabregas, 1985; Garcia Viñao el al. 1986). The 
results provide information on variations in runoff and 
sediment transport and confirm the peculiar character of 
deep soils aboye the timberline. 
A primary condusion, of great general interest, i8 that 
solute concentration decreases with altitude. Such a 
phenomenon is probably related to the fact that tempera-
ture decrease results in a reduction of the ~ntensity of 
biological and chcmical processes. At the same time there 
is also an increase in precipitation and runoff related to 
altitude. The combination of both runoff and solute con-
centration is the re asan why the largest outputs of 
materials in solution occur mainly at middle elevations, 
dose to 1,500 m (Figure 4). 
Solute concentration in lime substrates (flysch) shows no 
major change throughout the year. However, sorne eIe-
'ments such as calcium, sodium, and pota.ssium are diluted 
during the melt season, while phosphorous concentration 
increases together with the other elements in suspension. 
This effect is caused by the prevalence of overland flow 
during the melt period when soils are saturated and/or 
superficially frozen which enriches them with nutrients, 
litter, and humus (as in the case ofphosphorous) and with 
sediments from the slopes of the drainage channel during 
peak flows. Under such conditions infiltration is less im-
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FIGURE 4. Evaluation of the altitudinal behavior of denudation, 
dissolved load, and discharge in the high basins ofthe Aragon and 
Gallego rivers (fram Puigdefabregas and Alvera, 1986a). 
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direetly to deforestation: none is found within the existing 
forest limits. Garcia-Ruiz and Puigdefabregas (1984) also 
point out the possibility of a peak of landsliding between 
the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, which would coin-
cide with the beginning of a more humid climatic period 
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and also with the maximum expansion of Pyrenean live-
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the destabilization of slopes and for the change in ground 
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2 100-2 200 m based on evidence related to climate and e~pecialiy to geomorphology. However, Creus and Garcia-
Ruiz (1977) point out the existence of active lobes at 
1,800 m in the upper Gallego River valley of the Central 
Pyrenees. Measurements taken in this environment show 
the importance of two factors: regolith water content and 
day proportion in each lobe displacement. Most annual 
movements (estimated to average 40 mm) take place in 
spring and coincide with the melting of snow and ice lenses 
in the ground. The most active lobes are also those that ac-
cumulate the greatest amount of water and remain satur-
ated for the longest period oftime. Such an apparently im-
portant variant as gradient becomes subordinated to the 
effect of moisture content. Other field scientists also insist 
on the importance of the substrate as it acts as a control 
factor on regolith mechanical and hydrological properties. 
Hence, Gutierrez and Peña (1981) relate solifluction only 
to slopes weathered in slates ofCambrian-Ordovician age 
for the area ofBonaigua. In the Central Pyrenees, the best 
examples are also found over bedrock of slates and schists. 
One of the most spectacular areas of extensive mass 
movement is located in the upper Gallego River valley in 
the Central Pyrenees (Figure 3), where great slumps and 
slow-moving mudflows have formed on very fragmented 
Paleozoic slates. Sorne of these forms show no activity, 
though they are certainly recent, while others are active. 
Sometimes they are more than a kilometer long and ap-
pear on all exposures since they have very deep sliding 
planes. At the time of their formation they have very little 
speed and a slow plastic motion since they preserve the 
tongue shape quite well, and they never completely reach 
the main drainage channel of the Gallego River. 
Plowing blocks appear associated with solifluction lobes. 
Most are active at present and show a remarkable convex-
ity at the front and a linear depression upslope. Yet they 
appear on major gradients dominated by sandstone cor-
nices which provide large-sized blocks. 
The first gelifluction lobes are located very near the up-
per limit ofthis belt and do not necessarily need deep soils. 
They contain a large proportion of periglacial dasts within 
a fine-grained matrix. Llobet (1975) place s them on schist 
substrates, and Soutade (1976) has found them on the 
Puigmal Massif(Eastern Pyrenees), at 2,300 m (on south 
and west-facing slopes), and at 2,400 m (on north-facing 
slopes) with no interference of vegetation at this altitude. 
Apart from mass wasting, which is the most evident trans-
port system where deep soils occur, a significant propor-
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FIGURE 3. Great mass movements in the high Gallego Valley. 
tiQn of sediment transfer is achieved by runoff waters. 
Several river basins were studied in the Central Pyrenees. 
The behavior of solid materials in suspension was ana-
lyzed, together with that of several dissolved elements, 
throughout the year and on melting days, under various 
land-use conditions (Lavandier and Mur, 1974; Alvera 
and Puigdefabregas, 1985; Garcia Viñao el al. 1986). The 
results provide information on variations in runoff and 
sediment transport and confirm the peculiar character of 
deep soils aboye the timberline. 
A primary condusion, of great general interest, i8 that 
solute concentration decreases with altitude. Such a 
phenomenon is probably related to the fact that tempera-
ture decrease results in a reduction of the ~ntensity of 
biological and chcmical processes. At the same time there 
is also an increase in precipitation and runoff related to 
altitude. The combination of both runoff and solute con-
centration is the re asan why the largest outputs of 
materials in solution occur mainly at middle elevations, 
dose to 1,500 m (Figure 4). 
Solute concentration in lime substrates (flysch) shows no 
major change throughout the year. However, sorne eIe-
'ments such as calcium, sodium, and pota.ssium are diluted 
during the melt season, while phosphorous concentration 
increases together with the other elements in suspension. 
This effect is caused by the prevalence of overland flow 
during the melt period when soils are saturated and/or 
superficially frozen which enriches them with nutrients, 
litter, and humus (as in the case ofphosphorous) and with 
sediments from the slopes of the drainage channel during 
peak flows. Under such conditions infiltration is less im-
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portant and nutrients, with sources in the mineral layer 
and the substrate, become diluted (as in the case of calcium 
and sodium). Atthe end ofthe melt scason, when therc are 
isolated snow patches and unfrozen soils, infiltration 
prevails and phosphorous concentration decrcases. This 
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FIGURE 4. Evaluation of the altitudinal behavior of denudation, 
dissolved load, and discharge in the high basins ofthe Aragon and 
Gallego rivers (fram Puigdefabregas and Alvera, 1986a). 
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stage of the melt season is of greatest hydrologic and 
geomorphic importance sincc 50 percent of water output 
and material transport (either dissolved or in suspcnsion) 
occurs at this time. The remaining 50 percent is removed 
in autumn and winter. These processes are inactivc during 
summer. From the available data it can be deduced that 
the transport of solutes is ten times greater than the trans-
port of solids in suspension (15 mg/l vs. 155 mg/l). How-
ever it has not bcen possible, so far, to obtain data from 
peak flows on days of torrential rain in autumn whcn great 
amounts of material in suspension might be transported. 
At the Lubierre River headwaters the annual average 
solute discharge has been estimated at 606 kg/ha. 
A progressive deerease in all solute materials can be 
observed in siliceous substrates during the meIt season 
(Puigdefabregas and Alvera, 1986b). This may indicate 
depletion of mineral supplies recovered in thc biologically 
active season of summer through autumn. Lavandier and 
Mur (1974) do not record such a reduction in the granite 
basins in the French Pyrenees where most mineral element 
concentrations are diluted during peak flows. 
Important changes in solute concentration have been 
observed during daily analysis. Those originating in 
mineral soil and substrate lixiviation are diluted during 
peak flows. Slightly before peak flow, sediments increase; 
their origin is found close to the eompletely saturated 
snow-melt front and in small talus deposits across the river 
bcd (Leonard el al. 1979). Phosphorous shows a different 
behavior; Lavandier and Mur (1974) and Leonard et al. 
(1979) suggest that preeipitation is one ofthe main sources 
of dissolved phosphorous which is retained in the soil when 
infiltration prcvails and is released when overland flow 
predominates. 
Sediment evacuation depends greatly on topography 
and on the type of land use. Hence, Alvera and Puigde-
fabregas (1935), whilc analyzing the drainage structurc 
along a straight slope with a concavity at its base, observed 
that the highest nitrate concentrations appeared in the up-
per part near the water input and that such concentrations 
were reduced by a factor of 4 at thc outlet of the saturated 
concave basal area. This reduction may be related to the 
absorption of nitrates by benthic weeds or to a bacterial 
denitrification. Garcia Viñao et al. (1986) point out that 
basal concavities act as partial contribution areas. They 
are saturated by subsurface water circulation and become 
the main source of sediments in suspension. Alvera and 
Puigdefabregas (1985) corroborate the observation that 
saturated areas may provide ten times more sediment per 
surfacc unit than uppermost slope are as, provided there is 
a well developed soil mantle. 
Deforestation also causes a considerable inerease in 
runoff and sediment transfer. A comparison was made be-
tween two river basins of similar substrate, altitude, gradi-
ent, and orientation in the Central Pyrenees by the Insti-
tuto Pirenaico de Ecología (unpublished data). Orre basin 
included pastures aboye the forest, the other was entirely 
in dense forest of Pinus sylvestrú and P. uncinata. The 
average runoff from the pastures (12.9 lIs/km2) is twice 
that from the forest (6.2 lIs/km 2). Sediments in suspen-
sion are ten times greater in areas under pasture. These 
results show how strongly the hydromorphic behavior of 
formerly wooded slopes has been altered. On these slopes, 
now used as pastures, an increase in mass movement and 
sediment transfer (linked to the increased runoff) has been 
demonstrated. Land-use influenee is also corroborated by 
studies carried out on the effects of the construction of 
winter sports resorts on sediment transporto The Astun 
basin where one winter resort is located and the Canal 
Roya basin which is used traditionally as pasture land in 
summer have been compared. Concentration of sediments 
is seven times higher in the Astun basin than in the undis-
turbed basin; the difference increases up to 22 times in 
summer when the severely degraded areas are not pro-
tected by a snow cover. 
PROCESSES ON SLOPES WITH THIN SOILS 
On those slopes with a gradient in exccss'of 30 degrees, 
deep soils have been removed. Geomorphic processes, 
therefore, are very different since surface runoff prevails 
over infiltration. U nder such conditions a wide variety of 
processes take place from surface mass movement on the 
remaining regolith to the spectacular formation of rill and 
gully systems. 
Terracettes are widespread throughout the Pyrenees, 
generally as secondary forms over the C-horizon of 
already eroded slopes where there is still sorne infiltration 
capacity and rill forrnation is not yet well developed. 
Because the regolith remains limited these slopes become 
saturated very easily. This indudes mass movements 
downslope, particularly during the melt season and when 
thermal changes cause ground contraction and expansiono 
The sliding movement is very slow and consequently a 
very peculiar type of vegetation cover is produced. The 
terrace treads are vegetated while the steps (generally as 
steep as the slope itself) appear without cover. The annual 
movement causes the treads with vegetation to become 
progressively buried by the materials descending from the 
steps. According to Brosche (1978) this process could be a 
solifluction phenomenon, retarded or retained by vegeta-
tion (gehemte solifluktion). This kind of movement appears 
normal in areas where melting takes place early, a fact 
recognized by Soutade (1980) on straight or convex slopes 
but never on concavities where soil accumulation is rela-
tively greater. Brosche (1978) finds terracettes mainly on 
slate days, and Soutade (1970) finds them on gneiss banks 
containing great quantities of kaolin, although what is 
really necessary for their best development is a substrate 
that is slightly loamy. 
1t is important to distinguish between Festuca eskia and F. 
gautieri terracettes. The former tend to occur on the leeward 
side where the melt season is prolonged until the end of the 
spring making it too late in the year for freeze-thaw pro-
ces ses to have any significan ce. The latter are oriented 
northwest, exposed to the prevailing wind. In such envi-
ronments there is no significant snow accumu1ation and 
freeze-thaw dynamics are very active. Moreover, this type 
ofterracette covers a broad topographical spectrum. Terra-
cettes are accompanied by movement of surface material, 
which can develop into small stone lobes. On gradients in 
excess of 20-25 degrees, terracettes becorne more widcly 
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spaccd, they have a very small tread, and are progrcssively 
buried by coarse materials moving downslope. On thc 
average, F. gautieri terracettes are smallcr (0.7 m wide vs. 
1.3 m for F eskia) and are more active. 
On other areas similar to those where terracettes have 
formed, stone-banked lobes are frequently found, usually 
on the upper slopes. They develop on steep gradients with a 
windward exposure, and need rocky outcrops as a source of 
materials although these may be quite small. On such 
slopes Festuca gautierz' ls predominant and appears limited to 
very narrow strips between which stone lobes have devel-
oped parallel to cach other, particularly if the lobe dimen-
sions are relatively large (8.5 m length x 1.2 width x 0.3 
thick). Iftheyare smaller (1.5 x 0.5 x 0.15 m), terracette 
movement is restricted and lobes move down among them. 
Terracettes and stone-banked lo bes are the most charac-
teristic mass wasting forms on slopes without deep soils. 
Other processes are mainly related to runoff on very steep 
slopes where infiltration is rare and the speed of water flow 
increases with slope facet length. The active headwaters of 
ravines, rills, and poorIy integrated gullics typify these 
conditions. 
Active headwaters are always l-ocated on gradients in ex-
ces s of 50 degrees and even steeper, with xerophitic 
pasture or bare rocks, on north, northwest, and northeast 
exposares (Garcia-Ruiz and Puigdefabregas, 1982). They 
are important sediment sources, and move quickly into thc 
main channeIs. They contain great quantitics of unsorted 
surface stones, alternating with terracettes, mud-flows, 
and small debris flows. Sorne of these headwaters are welI 
developed, but others form mere con cave hollows which 
act rather as partial contribution areas than as major sedi-
ment sources. Yet, when thcy reach the base of the slope 
they generally form small but very active alluvial fans. 
Occasionally, the headwaters of the ravines are very re-
cent, the result of an intensive rainfall evento For example, 
at Canigó (Soutade, 1980) one intense storm had remark-
able effects on the landscape. 
Near crestlines, slopes frcqucntly display a very dense 
drainage network. In places, generally on the upper sec-
tions of slopcs, remnants of the original edaphic cover are 
preserved. Immcdiatcly below, there is a dense network of 
rectilinear rills which never becomc completely integrated 
into an organized system. These are shallow, parallel cuts 
and remnants of the original surface have been preserved 
bctween the channels. 
The steepness and rectilinear shape of the slopes explain 
why overland flow does not form a hierarchical network; 
on the other hand, thc dr-ainage network is relatively re-
cent and there has been no time for development of an 
organized system. Sometimes rills begin at the foot of 
small scarps where snow patches remain until summer and 
where slopes receive great amounts of water which cannot 
totally infiltrate. Their equilibrium under present climatic 
conditions is rathcr uncertain for there are young pines 
within the drainage lines and a break of slope where they 
join the main fluvial channel. Sorne slopes of this type 
seem to evolve by forming rnicro-rills which are periodi-
cally destroyed because ofterracette dynamics, thus block-
ing the formation of deeper incisions into the surface. 
Garcia-Ruiz and Puigdefabregas (1982) also have sug-
gested the possible influence of subsurface runoff in the 
initial formation of rilIs. On the lower section of slopes 
sorne rills become fairly large gullies. The change to 
badlands is very rare and is possib1e on1y locally in slate or 
day substrates, for examplc in the Escarra Valley (upper 
Gallego Province) or on the Permo-triassic substrates of 
the Aragon Subordan headwaters. 
Frequent1y, sheet wash does not result in formation of a 
drainage net. On stony slopes where soil has been re-
moved, sheet wash is prevalent, but is partially diverted 
and disrupted by blocks. The slopes maintain thcir rec-
tilinear shape but soil is lost and the number of surface 
stones increascs. This makes terracette forrnation difficult 
because of the heterogeneous size of the material. Sheet 
wash on such features is limited to the upper part of the 
slope, close to the divide, and on stecp gradients, espe-
cially in flysch substrate. 
GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES AND LANDFORMS IN THE HIGH MOUNTAIN BELT 
Above 2,400 m the landscapc is increasingly dominated 
by snow cover duration and freeze-thaw intensity, at a 
daily and seasonal level. Precipitation occurs mainly in 
solid form or onto a snow cover; only those precipitation 
events that occur at the beginning of autumn, or as sum-
mer storms, fall directly on the ground and have an erosive 
efI'ect. It is generally an environment under the control of 
cyronival processes, softened by a seasonal pluviometric 
regime. However, there are generally no well-developed 
soils. At most there are stony deposits with a sandy matrix, 
poor in clay. Climatic conditions ensure the predominance 
of mechanical weathering. 
The most consistent process in the Pyrenean high 
mountain region is the formation of talus slopes by the ac-
cumulation ofheterometric clasts at the foot ofrock scarps. 
Other proccsses are more local and less frequent, generally 
depending on spedal topographic conditions. Talus 
slopes, therefore, are the most extensive forms in the 
upper periglacial belt, although they are not found exclu-
sively in cold environmcnts. Below 2,400 m they occur fre-
qucntly where there are rocky outcrops and strong thermal 
temperaturc fluctuations; some exhibit an incipient colon-
ization of vegetation but they are not as spectacular as 
those at the higher elevations. 
The most active talus appears to be related to a par-
ticular rock type (mainly limestone and, less frequently, 
granite which produces smaller accumulations) and to par-
ticular landforms, such as glacial cirque walls and fault 
scarps. Because thcrc are no extensive rock outcrops 
deposits are few and of limited extent, however favorable 
the climatic conditions may be. Allee (1984) has pointed 
out that in Haut Vallespir (Eastern Pyrenees), debris for-
mation is more coromon below 1,700-1,800 m, due to thc 
lithology and topography. In the Central Pyrenees the best 
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stage of the melt season is of greatest hydrologic and 
geomorphic importance sincc 50 percent of water output 
and material transport (either dissolved or in suspcnsion) 
occurs at this time. The remaining 50 percent is removed 
in autumn and winter. These processes are inactivc during 
summer. From the available data it can be deduced that 
the transport of solutes is ten times greater than the trans-
port of solids in suspension (15 mg/l vs. 155 mg/l). How-
ever it has not bcen possible, so far, to obtain data from 
peak flows on days of torrential rain in autumn whcn great 
amounts of material in suspension might be transported. 
At the Lubierre River headwaters the annual average 
solute discharge has been estimated at 606 kg/ha. 
A progressive deerease in all solute materials can be 
observed in siliceous substrates during the meIt season 
(Puigdefabregas and Alvera, 1986b). This may indicate 
depletion of mineral supplies recovered in thc biologically 
active season of summer through autumn. Lavandier and 
Mur (1974) do not record such a reduction in the granite 
basins in the French Pyrenees where most mineral element 
concentrations are diluted during peak flows. 
Important changes in solute concentration have been 
observed during daily analysis. Those originating in 
mineral soil and substrate lixiviation are diluted during 
peak flows. Slightly before peak flow, sediments increase; 
their origin is found close to the eompletely saturated 
snow-melt front and in small talus deposits across the river 
bcd (Leonard el al. 1979). Phosphorous shows a different 
behavior; Lavandier and Mur (1974) and Leonard et al. 
(1979) suggest that preeipitation is one ofthe main sources 
of dissolved phosphorous which is retained in the soil when 
infiltration prcvails and is released when overland flow 
predominates. 
Sediment evacuation depends greatly on topography 
and on the type of land use. Hence, Alvera and Puigde-
fabregas (1935), whilc analyzing the drainage structurc 
along a straight slope with a concavity at its base, observed 
that the highest nitrate concentrations appeared in the up-
per part near the water input and that such concentrations 
were reduced by a factor of 4 at thc outlet of the saturated 
concave basal area. This reduction may be related to the 
absorption of nitrates by benthic weeds or to a bacterial 
denitrification. Garcia Viñao et al. (1986) point out that 
basal concavities act as partial contribution areas. They 
are saturated by subsurface water circulation and become 
the main source of sediments in suspension. Alvera and 
Puigdefabregas (1985) corroborate the observation that 
saturated areas may provide ten times more sediment per 
surfacc unit than uppermost slope are as, provided there is 
a well developed soil mantle. 
Deforestation also causes a considerable inerease in 
runoff and sediment transfer. A comparison was made be-
tween two river basins of similar substrate, altitude, gradi-
ent, and orientation in the Central Pyrenees by the Insti-
tuto Pirenaico de Ecología (unpublished data). Orre basin 
included pastures aboye the forest, the other was entirely 
in dense forest of Pinus sylvestrú and P. uncinata. The 
average runoff from the pastures (12.9 lIs/km2) is twice 
that from the forest (6.2 lIs/km 2). Sediments in suspen-
sion are ten times greater in areas under pasture. These 
results show how strongly the hydromorphic behavior of 
formerly wooded slopes has been altered. On these slopes, 
now used as pastures, an increase in mass movement and 
sediment transfer (linked to the increased runoff) has been 
demonstrated. Land-use influenee is also corroborated by 
studies carried out on the effects of the construction of 
winter sports resorts on sediment transporto The Astun 
basin where one winter resort is located and the Canal 
Roya basin which is used traditionally as pasture land in 
summer have been compared. Concentration of sediments 
is seven times higher in the Astun basin than in the undis-
turbed basin; the difference increases up to 22 times in 
summer when the severely degraded areas are not pro-
tected by a snow cover. 
PROCESSES ON SLOPES WITH THIN SOILS 
On those slopes with a gradient in exccss'of 30 degrees, 
deep soils have been removed. Geomorphic processes, 
therefore, are very different since surface runoff prevails 
over infiltration. U nder such conditions a wide variety of 
processes take place from surface mass movement on the 
remaining regolith to the spectacular formation of rill and 
gully systems. 
Terracettes are widespread throughout the Pyrenees, 
generally as secondary forms over the C-horizon of 
already eroded slopes where there is still sorne infiltration 
capacity and rill forrnation is not yet well developed. 
Because the regolith remains limited these slopes become 
saturated very easily. This indudes mass movements 
downslope, particularly during the melt season and when 
thermal changes cause ground contraction and expansiono 
The sliding movement is very slow and consequently a 
very peculiar type of vegetation cover is produced. The 
terrace treads are vegetated while the steps (generally as 
steep as the slope itself) appear without cover. The annual 
movement causes the treads with vegetation to become 
progressively buried by the materials descending from the 
steps. According to Brosche (1978) this process could be a 
solifluction phenomenon, retarded or retained by vegeta-
tion (gehemte solifluktion). This kind of movement appears 
normal in areas where melting takes place early, a fact 
recognized by Soutade (1980) on straight or convex slopes 
but never on concavities where soil accumulation is rela-
tively greater. Brosche (1978) finds terracettes mainly on 
slate days, and Soutade (1970) finds them on gneiss banks 
containing great quantities of kaolin, although what is 
really necessary for their best development is a substrate 
that is slightly loamy. 
1t is important to distinguish between Festuca eskia and F. 
gautieri terracettes. The former tend to occur on the leeward 
side where the melt season is prolonged until the end of the 
spring making it too late in the year for freeze-thaw pro-
ces ses to have any significan ce. The latter are oriented 
northwest, exposed to the prevailing wind. In such envi-
ronments there is no significant snow accumu1ation and 
freeze-thaw dynamics are very active. Moreover, this type 
ofterracette covers a broad topographical spectrum. Terra-
cettes are accompanied by movement of surface material, 
which can develop into small stone lobes. On gradients in 
excess of 20-25 degrees, terracettes becorne more widcly 
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spaccd, they have a very small tread, and are progrcssively 
buried by coarse materials moving downslope. On thc 
average, F. gautieri terracettes are smallcr (0.7 m wide vs. 
1.3 m for F eskia) and are more active. 
On other areas similar to those where terracettes have 
formed, stone-banked lobes are frequently found, usually 
on the upper slopes. They develop on steep gradients with a 
windward exposure, and need rocky outcrops as a source of 
materials although these may be quite small. On such 
slopes Festuca gautierz' ls predominant and appears limited to 
very narrow strips between which stone lobes have devel-
oped parallel to cach other, particularly if the lobe dimen-
sions are relatively large (8.5 m length x 1.2 width x 0.3 
thick). Iftheyare smaller (1.5 x 0.5 x 0.15 m), terracette 
movement is restricted and lobes move down among them. 
Terracettes and stone-banked lo bes are the most charac-
teristic mass wasting forms on slopes without deep soils. 
Other processes are mainly related to runoff on very steep 
slopes where infiltration is rare and the speed of water flow 
increases with slope facet length. The active headwaters of 
ravines, rills, and poorIy integrated gullics typify these 
conditions. 
Active headwaters are always l-ocated on gradients in ex-
ces s of 50 degrees and even steeper, with xerophitic 
pasture or bare rocks, on north, northwest, and northeast 
exposares (Garcia-Ruiz and Puigdefabregas, 1982). They 
are important sediment sources, and move quickly into thc 
main channeIs. They contain great quantitics of unsorted 
surface stones, alternating with terracettes, mud-flows, 
and small debris flows. Sorne of these headwaters are welI 
developed, but others form mere con cave hollows which 
act rather as partial contribution areas than as major sedi-
ment sources. Yet, when thcy reach the base of the slope 
they generally form small but very active alluvial fans. 
Occasionally, the headwaters of the ravines are very re-
cent, the result of an intensive rainfall evento For example, 
at Canigó (Soutade, 1980) one intense storm had remark-
able effects on the landscape. 
Near crestlines, slopes frcqucntly display a very dense 
drainage network. In places, generally on the upper sec-
tions of slopcs, remnants of the original edaphic cover are 
preserved. Immcdiatcly below, there is a dense network of 
rectilinear rills which never becomc completely integrated 
into an organized system. These are shallow, parallel cuts 
and remnants of the original surface have been preserved 
bctween the channels. 
The steepness and rectilinear shape of the slopes explain 
why overland flow does not form a hierarchical network; 
on the other hand, thc dr-ainage network is relatively re-
cent and there has been no time for development of an 
organized system. Sometimes rills begin at the foot of 
small scarps where snow patches remain until summer and 
where slopes receive great amounts of water which cannot 
totally infiltrate. Their equilibrium under present climatic 
conditions is rathcr uncertain for there are young pines 
within the drainage lines and a break of slope where they 
join the main fluvial channel. Sorne slopes of this type 
seem to evolve by forming rnicro-rills which are periodi-
cally destroyed because ofterracette dynamics, thus block-
ing the formation of deeper incisions into the surface. 
Garcia-Ruiz and Puigdefabregas (1982) also have sug-
gested the possible influence of subsurface runoff in the 
initial formation of rilIs. On the lower section of slopes 
sorne rills become fairly large gullies. The change to 
badlands is very rare and is possib1e on1y locally in slate or 
day substrates, for examplc in the Escarra Valley (upper 
Gallego Province) or on the Permo-triassic substrates of 
the Aragon Subordan headwaters. 
Frequent1y, sheet wash does not result in formation of a 
drainage net. On stony slopes where soil has been re-
moved, sheet wash is prevalent, but is partially diverted 
and disrupted by blocks. The slopes maintain thcir rec-
tilinear shape but soil is lost and the number of surface 
stones increascs. This makes terracette forrnation difficult 
because of the heterogeneous size of the material. Sheet 
wash on such features is limited to the upper part of the 
slope, close to the divide, and on stecp gradients, espe-
cially in flysch substrate. 
GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES AND LANDFORMS IN THE HIGH MOUNTAIN BELT 
Above 2,400 m the landscapc is increasingly dominated 
by snow cover duration and freeze-thaw intensity, at a 
daily and seasonal level. Precipitation occurs mainly in 
solid form or onto a snow cover; only those precipitation 
events that occur at the beginning of autumn, or as sum-
mer storms, fall directly on the ground and have an erosive 
efI'ect. It is generally an environment under the control of 
cyronival processes, softened by a seasonal pluviometric 
regime. However, there are generally no well-developed 
soils. At most there are stony deposits with a sandy matrix, 
poor in clay. Climatic conditions ensure the predominance 
of mechanical weathering. 
The most consistent process in the Pyrenean high 
mountain region is the formation of talus slopes by the ac-
cumulation ofheterometric clasts at the foot ofrock scarps. 
Other proccsses are more local and less frequent, generally 
depending on spedal topographic conditions. Talus 
slopes, therefore, are the most extensive forms in the 
upper periglacial belt, although they are not found exclu-
sively in cold environmcnts. Below 2,400 m they occur fre-
qucntly where there are rocky outcrops and strong thermal 
temperaturc fluctuations; some exhibit an incipient colon-
ization of vegetation but they are not as spectacular as 
those at the higher elevations. 
The most active talus appears to be related to a par-
ticular rock type (mainly limestone and, less frequently, 
granite which produces smaller accumulations) and to par-
ticular landforms, such as glacial cirque walls and fault 
scarps. Because thcrc are no extensive rock outcrops 
deposits are few and of limited extent, however favorable 
the climatic conditions may be. Allee (1984) has pointed 
out that in Haut Vallespir (Eastern Pyrenees), debris for-
mation is more coromon below 1,700-1,800 m, due to thc 
lithology and topography. In the Central Pyrenees the best 
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examples appear bctwecn 2,000 and 2,800 m Oil the lime-
stones of the Inner Ranges, where they sometimes con-
stitute a continuous slope foot. They can develop Oil any 
exposure, although altitude seems to be a dccisive factor; 
betwccn 2,000 and 2,600 m Oil north-facing slopes the 
most active and best developed taluses Qccur while those 
with southern exposure at these altitudes show the begin-
nings of vegetation cover. Above 2,600 m, south-facing 
talus slapes are very wcll developed and active; those fac-
ing north are generally much smaller. This is due to the 
efficiency of the freeze-thaw processcs sincc, at high 
altitudes Oil north-facing slopes thc freeze-thaw threshold 
is a seasonal factor rather than diurnal, while on southern 
exposures freeze-thaw activity has a daily rhythm in both 
spring and autumn. 
The devcloprnent of sorne talus slopes is influenced by 
avalanchc chutes, which occur along the lines ofweakness 
of the great limestone scarps. In this case thcir shapes 
bccome similar to that of alluvial fans, with steeper gradi-
ents and an invcrted stratification. This indicates the 
effects of gravity on their formation. 
Talus slopes often nearly merge with protalus ramparts, 
which obviously were formed earlier. From this it can be 
coneluded that protalus ramparts correspond to a colder 
stage when ice and snow patches gave rise to moraine-like 
accumulations at their base; at a later stage the snow 
patches disappeared and were rcplaced by debris accumu-
lations. Protalus ramparts are fairly frcquent near cirque 
walls and are small in size, no more than 15.0 m long; they 
are generally Oil north-facing slopes where snow and nevé 
patches could remain longer. Only exceptionally do they 
appear active today. A similar observation was made by 
Barrere (1952), on the Vignemale massifwhere there are 
also sorne small glaciers. 
Sorne of the highest talus slopes also connect with rock 
glaciers. These forms are relatively 1'requent in the Central 
Pyrenees, for the elimate there is drier and more continen-
tal. This reaffirms the idea that rock glaciers are related to 
periglacial environments characterizcd by relative dryness 
and the prevalence of geli1'raction (Jorda, 1984). Caze-
vane-Piarrot and Tihay (1984) and Angely (1967) have 
carried out studies on rock glaciers in the French Pyrenees; 
Serrat (1979) and Guiterrez and Peña (1981) have de-
scribed them in thc Spanish Eastern Pyrenees; their pres-
ence has also been mentioned by Soutade (198.0) and 
Gomez-Ortiz (1984). AH agree that they belong to a later 
stage than the Würm maximum. According to Serrat 
(1979) they belong to the late glacial period, although sorne 
ofthem appear to have been active until vcry recent times, 
or may be still active today. Rock glaciers are locatcd 
within cirques, usually with shaded exposures and adjoin 
large northerly-oriented talus from which they appear to 
have received large blocks. Their dimensions are very 
variable, the largest examples being located in the Frcnch 
Pyrenees. Lirnestones and limestones with sandstone are 
sources for the best-developed rock glaciers. They also 
occur as well-developed forms beneath scarps of Paleozoic 
hard rocks that have a special tendency to produce great 
amounts of coarse sediment. 
Talus and, secondly, rock glaciers are the largest forms 
that appear in relation to the frequent and periodic freeze-
thaw activity in high mountain areas. Smaller forms in-
elude patterned ground and frozen soils which actually are 
phenomena that better define the pcriglacial environment; 
they require the presence of predominantly fine-grained 
materials mixed with medium-size elasts (less than 15 cm). 
However, patterned ground sometimes develops on coarse 
materials as is the case of sorne stripes in the Monte Per-
dido massif. 
Permafrost occurrence in the Central Pyrenees has been 
mentioned by Boyé (1952) and Barrere (1952) (Marboré 
Lake, Monte Perdido, North glacier), who deduce its 
presence from the sumrner mollisol. Monturiol (1959) also 
indicates the accumulation of frozen ground in mid-
sumrner, at about 2,4.0.0 m in the most shaded area of an 
avalanche channel on the Maladeta massif. Gomez-Ortiz 
and Serrat (1978) suggest the possibility ofthe existence of 
frozen soils on the Puigmal massif (Eastern Pyrenees), 
since the average tcmpcrature is below .oaC for six months 
at 2,2.0.0 m and for 8 months at 2,7.0.0 m. The presence 01' 
various typcs 01' patterned ground indicates important 
ground-disturbance activity, such as ground freczing to a 
depth of 1 m seasonally or permanently, with mollisol for-
mation in summer. 
The polygons of the Monte Perdido massif were first 
mentioned by Gomez De Llarena (1936) and studied in 
detaíl by Boyé (1952) and Barrere (1952). Thcy are float-
ing polygons on gradients between 1 and 2 degrees, which 
in their centers comprise a sandy-silty material without 
gravel. They are located between 2,6.0.0 and 2,7.0.0 m. 
According to Barrere (1952) they begin as dessication 
cracks as a result of freezing, because together with stone 
polygons there are polygons in small areas which lack the 
neccssary coarse material to facilitate sorting processes. 
When the slope is greater than 5 degrees polygons merge 
into stone stripes. In the vicinity of the Monte Perdido 
massif this kind of phenomenon is quite frequent, par-
ticularly on north-1'acing slopes. 
Farther west patterned ground occurrences are excep-
tional, owing to the lower altitudes and to the greater 
winter snowfall. But eastward they become frequent 
again, especially at high clevation. Gomez-Ortiz and Ser-
rat (1978) mention their presence at 2,25.0 m. They are 
disorganized and re-sorted annually, since they occur in 
areas trampled by flocks of sheep. Tests made by Gomez-
Ortiz (1982) Oil the Calmquerdos massiflead to the conclu-
sion that polygons are active at present and also that their 
degree of activity relates directly to altitude. Gomez-Ortiz 
(1984) remarks that high plateaus and mountain passes are 
the typical environment for these geometric forms, where 
snow is frequently deflated and intense soil disturbance 
phenomena may appear. In the Central Pyrenees geo-
metric forms are also related to wind intensity as on flat 
hill tops of Marbore Peak. 
If snowfall is heavy and lasts until the beginning of sum-
mer, ground 1'reezing is minimal and, in aH cases, is 
limited to a shallow layer. Patterned ground cannot be 
formed, although stone pavements (dallages) are wide-
spread. They usually occur on flats or slightly inclined 
slopes, close to small tors or rnicro-scarps which produce 
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flat elasts. According to Soutade (1970b) stone pavements 
are not active, although we think they may be stiU active if 
we take into account freeze-thaw Oil other nearby scarps. 
If stone size is very heterogeneous and blocks predomi-
nate, there is no chance of sorting. Blockficlds are, 
therefore, unsorted. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Pyrenean environment aboye timberline ineludes a 
wide variety of active and subactive processes which occur 
in response to ground characteristics, altitude, rock type, 
exposure, and microtopography. Altitudinal variation 
produces a distinction between two broad belts: in the 
lower belt precipitation phenomena and humid mountain 
mass movements occur with other processes associatcd 
with snow or 1'rost action; the upper belt is charactcrized by 
the local existcnce of patterned ground and other processes 
in more or less direct response to frost action. Thc boun-
dary between the two belts can be placed at about 2,400 m, 
although topography and exposure give rise to wide varia-
tions in sorne places. The Central and East-Central 
Pyrenecs display the most clcarly developed upper 
altitudinal belt becausc 01' their greater elevation and more 
continental precipitation regimes. 
In all cases the role played by lithology is very impor-
tant, as is topography which separates water and sediment 
production areas from those where water accumulatcs. 
However, in the lower belts the most important factor is 
the presencc or absence of deep soils. Where soils are well 
developed, mass movcments of different magnitude and 
speed are thc predominant features; otherwise mass movc-
ments are very superficial and appear together with other 
surface wash forms. 
Processes affecting deep soils show the importance of 
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examples appear bctwecn 2,000 and 2,800 m Oil the lime-
stones of the Inner Ranges, where they sometimes con-
stitute a continuous slope foot. They can develop Oil any 
exposure, although altitude seems to be a dccisive factor; 
betwccn 2,000 and 2,600 m Oil north-facing slopes the 
most active and best developed taluses Qccur while those 
with southern exposure at these altitudes show the begin-
nings of vegetation cover. Above 2,600 m, south-facing 
talus slapes are very wcll developed and active; those fac-
ing north are generally much smaller. This is due to the 
efficiency of the freeze-thaw processcs sincc, at high 
altitudes Oil north-facing slopes thc freeze-thaw threshold 
is a seasonal factor rather than diurnal, while on southern 
exposures freeze-thaw activity has a daily rhythm in both 
spring and autumn. 
The devcloprnent of sorne talus slopes is influenced by 
avalanchc chutes, which occur along the lines ofweakness 
of the great limestone scarps. In this case thcir shapes 
bccome similar to that of alluvial fans, with steeper gradi-
ents and an invcrted stratification. This indicates the 
effects of gravity on their formation. 
Talus slopes often nearly merge with protalus ramparts, 
which obviously were formed earlier. From this it can be 
coneluded that protalus ramparts correspond to a colder 
stage when ice and snow patches gave rise to moraine-like 
accumulations at their base; at a later stage the snow 
patches disappeared and were rcplaced by debris accumu-
lations. Protalus ramparts are fairly frcquent near cirque 
walls and are small in size, no more than 15.0 m long; they 
are generally Oil north-facing slopes where snow and nevé 
patches could remain longer. Only exceptionally do they 
appear active today. A similar observation was made by 
Barrere (1952), on the Vignemale massifwhere there are 
also sorne small glaciers. 
Sorne of the highest talus slopes also connect with rock 
glaciers. These forms are relatively 1'requent in the Central 
Pyrenees, for the elimate there is drier and more continen-
tal. This reaffirms the idea that rock glaciers are related to 
periglacial environments characterizcd by relative dryness 
and the prevalence of geli1'raction (Jorda, 1984). Caze-
vane-Piarrot and Tihay (1984) and Angely (1967) have 
carried out studies on rock glaciers in the French Pyrenees; 
Serrat (1979) and Guiterrez and Peña (1981) have de-
scribed them in thc Spanish Eastern Pyrenees; their pres-
ence has also been mentioned by Soutade (198.0) and 
Gomez-Ortiz (1984). AH agree that they belong to a later 
stage than the Würm maximum. According to Serrat 
(1979) they belong to the late glacial period, although sorne 
ofthem appear to have been active until vcry recent times, 
or may be still active today. Rock glaciers are locatcd 
within cirques, usually with shaded exposures and adjoin 
large northerly-oriented talus from which they appear to 
have received large blocks. Their dimensions are very 
variable, the largest examples being located in the Frcnch 
Pyrenees. Lirnestones and limestones with sandstone are 
sources for the best-developed rock glaciers. They also 
occur as well-developed forms beneath scarps of Paleozoic 
hard rocks that have a special tendency to produce great 
amounts of coarse sediment. 
Talus and, secondly, rock glaciers are the largest forms 
that appear in relation to the frequent and periodic freeze-
thaw activity in high mountain areas. Smaller forms in-
elude patterned ground and frozen soils which actually are 
phenomena that better define the pcriglacial environment; 
they require the presence of predominantly fine-grained 
materials mixed with medium-size elasts (less than 15 cm). 
However, patterned ground sometimes develops on coarse 
materials as is the case of sorne stripes in the Monte Per-
dido massif. 
Permafrost occurrence in the Central Pyrenees has been 
mentioned by Boyé (1952) and Barrere (1952) (Marboré 
Lake, Monte Perdido, North glacier), who deduce its 
presence from the sumrner mollisol. Monturiol (1959) also 
indicates the accumulation of frozen ground in mid-
sumrner, at about 2,4.0.0 m in the most shaded area of an 
avalanche channel on the Maladeta massif. Gomez-Ortiz 
and Serrat (1978) suggest the possibility ofthe existence of 
frozen soils on the Puigmal massif (Eastern Pyrenees), 
since the average tcmpcrature is below .oaC for six months 
at 2,2.0.0 m and for 8 months at 2,7.0.0 m. The presence 01' 
various typcs 01' patterned ground indicates important 
ground-disturbance activity, such as ground freczing to a 
depth of 1 m seasonally or permanently, with mollisol for-
mation in summer. 
The polygons of the Monte Perdido massif were first 
mentioned by Gomez De Llarena (1936) and studied in 
detaíl by Boyé (1952) and Barrere (1952). Thcy are float-
ing polygons on gradients between 1 and 2 degrees, which 
in their centers comprise a sandy-silty material without 
gravel. They are located between 2,6.0.0 and 2,7.0.0 m. 
According to Barrere (1952) they begin as dessication 
cracks as a result of freezing, because together with stone 
polygons there are polygons in small areas which lack the 
neccssary coarse material to facilitate sorting processes. 
When the slope is greater than 5 degrees polygons merge 
into stone stripes. In the vicinity of the Monte Perdido 
massif this kind of phenomenon is quite frequent, par-
ticularly on north-1'acing slopes. 
Farther west patterned ground occurrences are excep-
tional, owing to the lower altitudes and to the greater 
winter snowfall. But eastward they become frequent 
again, especially at high clevation. Gomez-Ortiz and Ser-
rat (1978) mention their presence at 2,25.0 m. They are 
disorganized and re-sorted annually, since they occur in 
areas trampled by flocks of sheep. Tests made by Gomez-
Ortiz (1982) Oil the Calmquerdos massiflead to the conclu-
sion that polygons are active at present and also that their 
degree of activity relates directly to altitude. Gomez-Ortiz 
(1984) remarks that high plateaus and mountain passes are 
the typical environment for these geometric forms, where 
snow is frequently deflated and intense soil disturbance 
phenomena may appear. In the Central Pyrenees geo-
metric forms are also related to wind intensity as on flat 
hill tops of Marbore Peak. 
If snowfall is heavy and lasts until the beginning of sum-
mer, ground 1'reezing is minimal and, in aH cases, is 
limited to a shallow layer. Patterned ground cannot be 
formed, although stone pavements (dallages) are wide-
spread. They usually occur on flats or slightly inclined 
slopes, close to small tors or rnicro-scarps which produce 
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flat elasts. According to Soutade (1970b) stone pavements 
are not active, although we think they may be stiU active if 
we take into account freeze-thaw Oil other nearby scarps. 
If stone size is very heterogeneous and blocks predomi-
nate, there is no chance of sorting. Blockficlds are, 
therefore, unsorted. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Pyrenean environment aboye timberline ineludes a 
wide variety of active and subactive processes which occur 
in response to ground characteristics, altitude, rock type, 
exposure, and microtopography. Altitudinal variation 
produces a distinction between two broad belts: in the 
lower belt precipitation phenomena and humid mountain 
mass movements occur with other processes associatcd 
with snow or 1'rost action; the upper belt is charactcrized by 
the local existcnce of patterned ground and other processes 
in more or less direct response to frost action. Thc boun-
dary between the two belts can be placed at about 2,400 m, 
although topography and exposure give rise to wide varia-
tions in sorne places. The Central and East-Central 
Pyrenecs display the most clcarly developed upper 
altitudinal belt becausc 01' their greater elevation and more 
continental precipitation regimes. 
In all cases the role played by lithology is very impor-
tant, as is topography which separates water and sediment 
production areas from those where water accumulatcs. 
However, in the lower belts the most important factor is 
the presencc or absence of deep soils. Where soils are well 
developed, mass movcments of different magnitude and 
speed are thc predominant features; otherwise mass movc-
ments are very superficial and appear together with other 
surface wash forms. 
Processes affecting deep soils show the importance of 
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GEOMORPHIC SYSTEMS ON THE SOUTHERN MARGIN OF THE PYRENEES 
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ABSTRACT South of the high mountain axis of the Pyrenees the southern margin, known as the Prepyrenees, forms a distinctive, rela-
tively homogeneous region. This paper provides an overview of the geomorphic.processes affecting the montane belt (between 800. and 
1,600 m a.s.1.) ofthe Prepyrenees. It is based principally on detailed fieldwork m two areas undertaken by res:archers oft~e Ins~ltute 
Pirenaico de Ecología,] aea. An outline of the geology, climate, vegetation, and land use is provided as an essenttal base for dlscus~lOn of 
the active geomorphic processes. Hillslope runoff processes inelude sheet and rill eros ion, typical of gentle slopes whe:e human dlsturb-
ance has been most extensive, while gulIy erosion is most active in headwater areas least affected by human ~lstu~bance. Mass 
movements are common, especial1y where deep soils, high in montmorillonite, occur. Landslides, and other forms of rapld mass move-
ment, respond to torrential rainstorms with long recurrence intervals. During the extreme rainfall event ofNovember 1~82, 342 m:n of 
precipitation was recorded in 48 hours; this and its observed geomorphic effects serve as a valuable guide for landscape mterpretatlOn. 
RÉSUMÉ Systemes géomophiques a la marge sud des Pyrénées. Située au sud de l'axe de ~autes montagnes des Pyrénées, la m~ge sud,. appelée 
Pré-Pyrénées, constitue une région distincte et relativement homogene. Cet artlele donne un apen;:u des processus geomorp~lques af-
fect;;mt l'étage .montagnard (entre 800 et 1.600 m au-dessus du niveau de la mer) des Pré-Pyrénée~. I1 ~epose en gra~de partIe sur des 
travaux de recherche détaillés qui ont été effectués sur le terrain par les chercheurs de l'Instltute Plrenmco de Ecologla, Jaca. Une vue 
d'ensemble de la géQlogie, du climat, de la vég~tation, et de l'utilisation des terres est fournie comme base indispensab~e p~ur les 
discussions porta,nt sur les proeessus géomorphiques actifs. Les proeessus de ruiss~llement s:rr les ver~s~~ts comprennent 1 éroSlO~ en 
couche (:t l'érosion en rigoles, caracéristiques des pentes modérées ou les perturbatlOns humamcs ont ete lmportan:es, alors que 1 ero-
sion'en ravine est plus fréquente dans les zones proches des sourees de cours dleau, moins affectées par les p:rtur?atlOns h~mames. Les 
mouveme~ts de masse sont fréquents, en particulier a l'emplacement de soIs profonds riches en montmonllomte. Les ghssements de 
terra~, et d'autres f6rmes de mouvements de masse rapides~ répondent aux pluies torrentielles avec de longs intervalles de récurrence. 
Pendant la chute de pluie exceptionnelle de novembre 1982, 342 mm d'eau sont tombés en 48 heures. Cet évenement et ses effets 
géomorphiques observés servent de guide précieux pour l'interprétation du paysage. 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG Geomorphische Systeme am südlichen Rand der Pyrenaen. Südlich der Pyrenaen-Kammlinie priisentiert sich ~ie südlic~: 
Randzone-auch als Vorpyrenaen bekannt-als ein relativ homogenes Gebiet mit charakteristischen Merkmalen. DICSC ~.erof­
fentlichung beschreibt geomorphische Vorgange in den Vor-Pyrenaen, die den Hohengürtel zwischen 8?om u.nd l~OOm ~:M. 
beeinflussen. Ein Überblick wird gegeben, der sich hauptsach1ich auf detaillierte, praktische Untersuchungen m zwel Gebleten s.tutzt, 
die von Mitarbeitern des Institute Pirenaico de Ecologia, Jaca, durchgeführt wurden. Den wesentlichen Ausgangsp~nkt zur DlSkus-
sion aktiver, geomorphischer Vorgange bildet ein Überblick über die Geologie, das K1ima, die Veget.~t~on und. dIe Lar:dnutzun~. 
Wasserablauf an Hanglagen führt zu Schicht- und Furchenerosion, cin typischer Vorgang an maElg ge~elgten Hangen, dIe 
weitgehend kultiviert sind; wahrend in Quellgebieten, wo g~ringer mensch1icher EinfluE herrsch~, GulIyeroslOn den Vor~ang hato 
Erdbewegungen sind haufig, besonders bei tiefen, lehmhaltigen Boden. Erdrutsehc und andere raplde Erdbewegungen ~eagleren auf 
wolkenbruchartige Regenfálle, wobei eine Wiederholung oft lange Zeitabstande erfordert. Wahrend des starkcn .Regens 1m ~ov. 1982 
wurden 342 mm Niederschlag in 48 Stunden gemessen. Diese Tatsache und die dabei beobachteten geomorphlschen Auswlrkungen 
liefern bei del' Beurteilung des Landschaftsbildes wertvolle Hinweise. 
RESUMEN Sistemas geomoifológicos en los Prepirineos. La franja de estribaciones pirenaicas desarrollada al sur del eje. de la ?ordillera, 
recibe la denominación conjunta de Prepirineo. Constituye una región montañosa que, si bien está perfectamente dlferenclada',e~, al 
mismo tiempo, relativamente homogenea. El presente artículo expone una revisión general de los proce~os geomorfologlCos 
prepirenaicos, más representativos entre 800 y 1.600 m. S/M. Dicha revisión se apoya principalmente, en prevl~ l.abor detalla~a de 
campo, realizada por investigadores del Instituto Pirenaico de Ecología en dos áreas eoncret~s. El esquema geologlco, el ~StudlO del 
clima, la vegetación y la utilización antrópica en el territorio, prestan el apoyo oportuno para mterpretar los proees?s ~eom?rficos. La 
escorrentía superficial incluyendo erosión laminar y rigolas, aparecen tipicamente en pendientes suaves, donde la mCldencl~ h~ma~a 
ha sido más extensiva' en cambio la erosión en cárcavas es más activa en áreas de cabecera, mínimamente afectadas por la lllCldencra 
humana. Los movimientos en ~asa son frecuentes sobre todo, donde aparecen suelos profundos ricos en montmorillonita. Los 
deslizamientos del terreno y otras formas de movimientos súbitos en masa, se producen como inmediata secuela de tormentas acom-
pañadas de verdaderos diluvios torrenciales, alternando con periodos intermitentes de acusada sequía. En el transcurso de un~ de las 
referidas tormentas, la de noviembre de 1982, se registraron 342 mm. en 48 horas: los datos indicados y sus efectos geomorficos, 
apoyan la interpretación adecuada del paisaje. 
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